The month of October paved the way for activities that
were aimed to promote global awareness and enrichment of faith
across the entire SPC Community.
The Science Month celebration started the activities for
October. It was highlighted by a fashion show that was held in
the school auditorium. The SPCians were animated wearing
clothes made from recyclable materials. The confidence of the
participants doing their "cat walks on the ramp" while wearing
their well-crafted costumes brought uproar from the
audience. Other activities for Science Month Celebration like
clean up drive and exhibit of inventions were also participated
by the young SPCians.
True to its mission to be the arm of the Catholic
Church in propagating love and loyalty to our Catholic faith,
SPC celebrated the Month of the Holy Rosary. The
traditional recitation of the Holy Rosary in all classes were faithfully
done. Each department held their own Living Rosary Activities.
The Office of the Campus Ministry aiming to improve
the spiritual services of SPC held an evaluation meeting last
October 10, 2014. It was attended for all unit heads and Christian Living Education Teachers. The
objectives and execution of the activities and the quality of the participation of the
students and all the members of SPC in all spiritual activities
during the first semester were evaluated. The activities for the
second semester were also presented and necessary suggestions
to improve the
activities were noted in the said meeting.
The SPC students from grade school to college responded to the calling of the Catholic Church to support the
Mission Sunday. The Office of the Campus Ministry distributed
the brown envelopes of the Mission Sunday Society and was

able to collect 20 thousand plus as the total contributions of
SPCians.
The spiritual recollection of the grade 7 students
ended the spiritual activities for the month of October in
SPC.
The month of November was cheerfully greeted by
an important spiritual formation activity of the teachers of
the high school and grade school departments. The two-day
and a night spiritual retreat last November 3 and 4,
2014 at the BLD Retreat House of the Lagado Family in
Dolores, Ormoc City was effectively facilitated by Fr. Larry
Miranda, CMF. The teachers did not only enjoy their
needed respite but also enjoyed the chance to renew their
commitment of faithfulness to their mission as Benedictine
educators.
The United Nation Celebration which carried
global awareness objectives had its culmination activity
during the second week of November. A competition
among the beauties of the "different nations" showcased the
talents of the contestants from the high school department.
More spiritual formation activities for the members
of SPC Community are calendared this month of November
because we in SPC want to join the Missionary Benedictine
Sisters of Tutzing around the global community in saying: "
The Benedictine Education Is our gift to the world." May
our God bless us all.
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